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Abstract

Remote photoplethysmography (rPPG) is a promising
research area involving non-invasive monitoring of vital
signs using cameras. While several supervised meth-
ods have been proposed, recent research has focused on
contrastive-based self-supervised methods. However, these
methods often collapse to learning irrelevant periodicities
when dealing with interferences such as head motions, fa-
cial dynamics, and video compression. To address this limi-
tation, firstly, we enhance the current self-supervised learn-
ing by introducing more reliable and explicit contrastive
constraints. Secondly, we propose an innovative learn-
ing strategy that seamlessly integrates self-supervised con-
straints with pseudo-supervisory signals derived from tra-
ditional unsupervised methods. This is followed by a co-
rectification technique designed to mitigate the adverse ef-
fects of noisy pseudo-labels. Experimental results demon-
strate the superiority of our methodology over representa-
tive models when applied to small, high-quality datasets
such as PURE and UBFC-rPPG. Importantly, on large-
scale challenging datasets such as VIPL-HR and V4V, our
method, with zero annotation cost, not only significantly
surpasses prevailing self-supervised techniques but also
showcases remarkable alignment with state-of-the-art su-
pervised methods.

1. Introduction
Remote photoplethysmography (rPPG) is a non-contact

method for monitoring human cardiac activity by detect-
ing subtle facial color variations induced by changes in
blood volume in skin tissue [16, 26]. Although these cyclic
changes are not perceptible to the human eye, they can
be captured by video cameras and extracted using com-
putational algorithms [18, 45]. The deployment of rPPG
technology has led to various applications, including home
health monitoring, fitness training, and face anti-spoofing.
Remarkably, consumer cameras that are integrated into
smartphones can be used for these applications, making
rPPG technology widely accessible [11, 36].

The development of rPPG methods has evolved from
hand-crafted features [9, 35, 51] to deep learning methods
[22, 32, 56], resulting in significantly improved accuracy
due to the powerful feature extraction and representation ca-
pabilities of the latter. However, this transition has also led
to an increase in the cost of data collection and annotation.

Collecting sufficient data for rPPG can be a challeng-
ing task [8], prompting researchers to develop fully self-
supervised learning-based methods that can predict pulse
signals without annotations. For example, Gideon et al.
[13] derived multiple-views contrastive learning utilizing
the resampled and recovered videos. Similarly, Contrast-
Phys [44] enforced the power spectral density (PSD) of the
estimated pulse signal to be as similar as possible for tem-
porally nearby segments and enlarged the distances of PSDs
of different videos. Although they opened the door to train-
ing with unlabeled data, there exist limitations.

The temporal stability assumption used to acquire posi-
tive pairs does not hold if the pulse rate changes instanta-
neously due to physical or mental activities. Besides, the
current contrastive learning [13, 44] enforced the distance
between the anchor and the negatives to be further than the
positives, which are coarse-grained and unable to provide
explicit regularization to the distances. This allows for any
videos that are distant from the anchor but not necessar-
ily identical to the corresponding negative samples to sat-
isfy the constraints. The easily breakable assumption of
temporal stability and the quite open-ended negative con-
straints can render the network collapse to learning pulse-
irrelevant features, particularly in the absence of supervised
constraints.

While some of these methods [13, 44] have shown
promising results on small datasets with high-quality and
high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) videos (e.g., videos in
PURE [43] and UBFC-rPPG [3]), where the pulse signal
is clear enough to be detected using contrastive periodical
constraints, their performance can be compromised when
dealing with more challenging videos (e.g., VIPL-HR [32]
and V4V [39]). In particular, when head motion, vary-
ing lighting, and video compression are present, the subtle
periodical facial chrominance changes that are crucial for
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rPPG estimation may be obscured by other types of facial
dynamics that conform to the spectral restrictions of self-
supervised learning. Therefore, current methods may strug-
gle to converge to learning pulse dynamics solely based on
the vulnerable self-supervised contrastive learning, without
additional pulse-related supervision. To address the limita-
tions, we propose a spectral ranking loss that imposes more
refined constraints on negative pairs to narrow the search
space. Our method involves randomly resampling the an-
chor video at varying frequency ratios to generate negatives
and then ranking the frequency peaks of the predicted sig-
nals based on their corresponding resampling ratios.

Furthermore, in the context of videos characterized by
low SNR, encompassing head motion, variations in lighting,
and video compression artifacts, prevalent methodologies
frequently encounter a susceptibility to local minima. To
alleviate this concern, our devised approach involves con-
straining the exploration space through the integration of
pseudo labels, derived from traditional unsupervised meth-
ods [51, 50]. Using these pseudo labels alongside self-
supervised learning helps prevent getting stuck in local min-
ima and, as a result, prevents the acquisition of features
that are unrelated to the underlying pulse-related dynamics.
However, the use of noisy pseudo annotations is a double-
edged sword. Although they can help the network avoid
superficial local minima and converge to a better solution.
Inversely, it causes the network to overfit to misleading in-
formation [27, 41]. To mitigate the negative effects of noisy
supervision, we proposed to guide self-supervised learning
progressively leveraging pseudo labels produced from tra-
ditional unsupervised methods. Additionally, inspired by
multi-network learning [25, 19, 15], a label rectification
technique is invented which involves training two predictors
and selectively using the output of one network to supervise
the other.

Figure 1 illustrates the rectification process. It begins
by generating a decision boundary using a combination of
pseudo-supervision and self-supervised learning. Then, we
employ a large-deviation trick to select instances that are
likely to be wrongly labeled and replace their pseudo-labels
with the outputs of a peer network. This corrected subset
of instances is then used for supervised training. By it-
erating this process, our model enters a virtuous circle of
self-correction and self-supervision, gradually converging
towards the global minimum. We summarize our contribu-
tions as follows:

• We develop more reliable and finer-grained self-
supervised contrastive constraints.

• We propose a novel strategy for learning rPPG without
annotations, using a joint training strategy of pseudo-
label supervision and self-supervised learning.

• A label rectification method is proposed to combat the
negative effect of incorrect pseudo annotations.

21 3

: Class 1 wrong label
: Class 1 clean label : Class 2 clean label

: Class 2 wrong label : Selected for correction

Figure 1. A classification example to illustrate our pseudo-label
rectification. (1): draw a decision boundary from all pseudo-labels
with weak- and self-supervision; (2): selectively rectify pseudo-
labels by confidence scores; (3): draw a new decision boundary
using corrected labels. (4): repeat (1)-(3) until convergence.

• In comparison to the state-of-the-art approaches, our
annotation-free method consistently attains superior
performance across large-scale challenging datasets
and compressed videos.

2. Related works
Traditional unsupervised methods: before the emer-

gence of deep learning, traditional methods for rPPG esti-
mation typically involved selecting regions of interest (ROI)
and applying techniques such as Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) and Blind Source Separation (BSS) to ex-
tract the independent volumetric changes in facial blood
vessels [35, 34]. To visualize blood flow as it fills the face,
eulerian video magnification [53] employed spatial decom-
position and temporal filtering to make the pulse signal vis-
ible to the naked eye. To tackle the motion problem, the
chrominance-based [9] method canceled the specular re-
flection component using the color difference to emphasize
the blood volume pulse signal from motion-induced spec-
ular distortions. Spatial subspace rotation (2SR) [51] is
the first data-driven method that does not rely on domain
knowledge. It measured the skin pixels’ eigenspace rotation
and filtered the periodical component. POS [50] projected
the features to the plane orthogonal to the specular direc-
tion, maximizing the changes induced by diffuse reflections.
While these traditional methods have shown promise, they
are limited by their reliance on domain-specific knowledge
and strong assumptions on the light reflection model.

Deep learning methods: Deep learning (DL) enables
the extraction of more generalizable representations from
videos and corresponding pulse signals. Recent work in this
area has focused on spatial-temporal representation learn-
ing. For instance, rPPGNet [56] applied 3D convolution
for video encoding and recovered the pulse signals from
highly compressed videos with a video enhancement mod-
ule. MTTS-CAN [22] is a temporal shift convolutional at-
tention network that reduces latency and enables real-time
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prediction on mobile platforms. PhysFormer [57] intro-
duced the first video transformer-based methods for local
and global temporal learning using a self-attention mecha-
nism. Some GAN-based approaches [32, 24] pre-processed
the video data into 2D MSTmaps and applied CNNs for fea-
ture encoding, then used a generative-based feature disen-
tanglement module to reduce subject bias.

Despite their superior performance compared to tradi-
tional methods, supervised DL methods demand costly
video annotations. Several self-supervised learning meth-
ods that rely only on contrastive learning without fine-
tuning have been shown to be effective. For instance, [13]
constructed the contrastive triplet using a saliency sampler
and frequency resampler, while Contrast-Phys [44] used
the features of nearby facial patches to construct positive
pairs and the features of other subjects to construct negative
pairs. However, the methods solely using coarse-grained
contrastive learning are susceptible to noises, easily collaps-
ing to learning pulse-irrelevant dynamics, especially on low
SNR videos.

3. Method

The objective of rPPG estimation is to model the map-
ping ϕ from a video x ∈ Rt×w×h×c to the corresponding
one-dimensional pulse signal y ∈ Rt×1, where t, w, h, c
represent video frames, width, height, and channels, respec-
tively. Each frame of the video is mapped to a single pulse
intensity value, interpreted as facial vessel blood volume.

3.1. Transforming videos to spatial-temporal maps

Since the periodical pulse signals are from the subtle
light reflection of the blood vessels, non-skin pixels and fa-
cial geometrical characteristics are considered noise com-
pared to skin-chrominance features. Therefore, we chose to
transform the raw video to STMap, highlighting the phys-
iological spatial-temporal information of the raw video,
which is frequently used in [31, 32, 24]. STMap divides the
facial areas into r ROI blocks, and the pixels of each block
are averaged separately for each color channel. The results
of each frame are concatenated along the temporal dimen-
sion, producing a two-dimensional image of size Rt×r×c,
where c = 3 denoting RGB channels. Each row of the
STMap corresponds to the temporal chrominance dynamics
of a specific facial region. Then, we adapt the same back-
bone encoder and decoder as Dual-gan [24], consisting of
basic 2-D convolutions and deconvolutions.

3.2. Pseudo label generation

We use the traditional unsupervised method Spatial Sub-
space Rotation (2SR) [51] to obtain the pseudo labels. It
computes spatial subspaces of skin pixels using eigenvec-
tor decomposition and utilizes the temporal rotations of the

Pseudo 
labels

model 2 predictions

Face 
 video

model 1 predictions

Top errors

replace

supervised +  
self-supervised  

losses

batch:   #1   #2   #3  #4  #5  #6

Model 1

Model 2

2SR

Figure 2. An illustration of the pseudo label co-rectification. The
circles denote video-wise pulse signal predictions. Our backbone
models are adapted from the backbone of Dual-gan [24]. Here
model 2 is employed to correct a subset of pseudo labels and used
to supervise the training of model 1. Similarly, model 1 will su-
pervise model 2 in the next epoch. λ=2 is used for demonstration.
Instances #3 and #5 have the largest errors, thus are selected for
replacements.

subspaces to extract pulse signals. Compared to other un-
supervised traditional algorithms such as CHROM[9] and
POS [50], 2SR does not rely on physiological priors and
is empirically found to be robust under complicated con-
ditions. During training, we employ mean squared error
(MSE) loss to reduce the distance between model outputs
and the pseudo labels from 2SR. Such a weakly-supervised
loss is denoted as Lpseudo.

3.3. Self-supervised contrastive learning

Positive pairs. Previous methods [13, 44] employ nearby
time windows to construct positive pairs, which rely on the
temporal stability assumptions. Instead, we randomly shift
the timestamps of the selected window x by ±f (f ≤ t)
frames in the temporal dimension, where − and + denote
backward and forward rolling, respectively. It’s equivalent
to cycle consistency loss [10, 52] when f = t and the video
is augmented by reversing the video timestamps. The posi-
tive contrastive loss can be described as:

Lp = d(F(ϕ(x)),F(ϕ(x±f ))) (1)

where d is a distance function using mean squared error
(MSE), and F stands for PSD (power spectral density)
transformation following previous works [44, 13]. x±f and
x represent shifted and original video, respectively.
Negative pairs: Previous study [44] developed the negative
loss term by maximizing the dissimilarity of outputs from
different videos, which functions only when the model is
trained on a small number of videos and each has a distinct
pulse rate. Nonetheless, with the escalation in the count of
training videos, there is a concurrent rise in the potential oc-
currence of pairs of two videos coincidentally aligning with
the same heart rate. Instead, we employ a negative sample
augmentation method modified from [13], which resamples
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the video and consequently alters the heart rate. The resam-
pling ratio for each instance is selected randomly from a set
of values ranging from 0.6 to 1.3. The negative term can be
obtained from:

Ln = −d(F(ϕ(x)),F(ϕ(xd↓)))−
d(F(ϕ(x)),F(ϕ(xu↑)))

(2)

where d ↓ is downsampling and u ↑ is upsampling.
Furthermore, when a time series signal is upsampled (in-

terpolated), the frequency content of the signal also changes
and is shifted to lower frequencies for a fixed fps [29, 48].
That means a down-sampled video leads to an increased
HR, and an up-sampled video leads to a decreased HR:
hu↑ < h < hd↓, where h is the heart rate calculated by
h = argmax(F(ϕ(x))). Accordingly, a ranking loss is ap-
plied to rank the peaks of PSDs, which can be described as:

Lrank = max(hu↑ − h, 0) + max(h− hd↓, 0) (3)

Since the argmax operation is not differentiable, a Gumbel
softmax operation is used to convert PSDs into one-hot vec-
tors. h is obtained by multiplying the one-hot vector with
the index vector of frequency bins.

3.4. Guided self-supervision with weak-supervision

In addition to the reinvented contrastive learning scheme,
more importantly, we seek to tackle the vulnerability of
self-supervised learning facing interference from pulse-
irrelevant facial dynamics. To this end, we propose to
leverage pseudo-label supervision to constrict the optimiza-
tion path. One straightforward way is to minimize the to-
tal loss of the weakly-supervised and self-supervised learn-
ing. However, the network likely favors an easier task [7],
thus overfit to either the pseudo labels or contrastive con-
straints [14, 60]. Therefore, we divide the training into two
stages. First, we let the learning from pseudo-labels domi-
nate the optimization in early epochs. Then, we gradually
raise the ratio of self-supervised learning and employ it to
fine-tune the model to search for the optimum leveraging
extra information gained from pseudo labels. The pseudo
labels, as guidance, pave the way for more trustworthy self-
supervised contrastive learning. Therefore, we design the
overall loss as follows:

L = (1− E(t)

Emax
)Lpseudo + Lp − Ln + αLrank︸ ︷︷ ︸

self-supervised

(4)

where E(t) is the current epoch number and Emax is the
total epochs. α = 0.01 is a weighting hyperparameter for
the spectral ranking loss.

3.5. Co-rectification: collaborative label correction

Weak supervision leveraging pseudo labels boosts the
training of clean instances, conversely, this creates a prob-
lem of abundant noisy labels which may degrade neural

network performance [5]. Intuitively, selecting clean in-
stances out of the noisy ones using a multi-view network
yields better performance [25, 19]. However, sample se-
lection is suboptimal due to the high percentage of noisy
labels generated from the traditional method, and only se-
lecting the high-SNR instances for training leads the model
to underfit. In this work, not only do we select the clean
instances, but also rectify the incorrect annotations and then
include them for training. Briefly, we propose a novel learn-
ing paradigm called “co-rectification” to tackle noisy an-
notations. Inspired by multi-network learning and sample
selection [28, 25, 19, 15], we maintain two networks to re-
duce the confirmation bias [15]. As illustrated in Figure 2,
leveraging the multi-network diversities, the co-rectification
composes of two steps: (1) noisy instance selection and (2)
updating pseudo-labels with the peer’s output.

Let ϕ1 and ϕ2 represent two networks initialized ran-
domly, and let the corresponding outputs be ỹ1 = ϕ1(x) and
ỹ2 = ϕ2(x), where ỹ1 and ỹ2 ∈ Rt×1. The heart rate cal-
culated from ỹ1 and ỹ2 using frequency peaks are denoted
as h̃1 and h̃2. We use yp to represent the pseudo pulse wave
calculated from the traditional method 2SR, and the corre-
sponding heart rate is denoted as hp. To select instances for
rectification, here, we employ a large-deviation trick which
is inspired by the small-loss method in [40]. Specifically,
we first calculate the discrepancy ϵ between the predicted
heart rate of the network 1 (i.e., h̃1) and the pseudo heart
rate hp by taking the absolute value:

ϵ
(b)
1 = abs(h(b)

p − h̃
(b)
1 ) (5)

where (b) is the instance index supposing a mini-batch
X = {x(b), y

(b)
p }B−1

b=0 is randomly sampled, and B is the
batch size. Likewise, ϵ(b)2 of network 2 is obtained. Sub-
sequently, for each network, the deviation values ϵ

(b)
1 , b ∈

{0, ..., B − 1} are sorted and the highest λ instance indexes
are obtained, which is denoted as i1(s), s ∈ {0, ..., λ − 1},
i1(s) ∈ {0, ..., B − 1}; vice versa, i2(s) of network 2 is
obtained.

The networks tend to learn simple and generalized pat-
terns at the starting epochs [1, 54, 58, 59]. Therefore, they
are capable of exploiting partial clean labels to learn gen-
eralized discriminative features at the early epochs, and in-
stances with highly deviated predictions are probable to be
wrongly-annotated instances. Additionally, because of the
memorization nature of DNNs [2], we gradually increase λ

by considering the training progress: λ = E(t)
Emax

λmax. As a
result, networks learn general discriminative features in ini-
tial epochs with all instances, and as the epoch number goes
large, the negative effect of memorizing noisy instances is
eliminated as more instances are chosen for rectification.

After the suspect instances are selected, we turn to re-
place the incorrect supervision signals with the prediction
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of the same instances from its peer network:

ϕ1 : Subst(yi1(s)p /ỹ
i1(s)
2 )

ϕ2 : Subst(yi2(s)p /ỹ
i2(s)
1 )

(6)

where Subst stands for substitution. Next, the corrected la-
bels are incorporated into supervised training, and the label
correction, self-supervision, and weak supervision proceed
iteratively until approaching the optimum. The training pro-
cess is detailed in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Training code for the model
Input: x; networks ϕ1 and ϕ2; pseudo-labels yp.

1 for e = 1:total epoch do
2 Sample a batch b = 1:batch size.
3 Augment samples to form contrastive pairs.
4 Predict ỹ(b)1 = ϕ1(x

(b)); ỹ2 = ϕ2(x
(b)).

5 Calculate self-supervised loss Ln and Lp.
6 Obtain deviations ϵ(b)1 , ϵ(b)2 using y

(b)
p and Eq (5).

7 if e%2==0 then
8 Obtain indexes i1 from the λ highest ϵ1

inside the batch.
9 Replace y

i1(s)
p with ỹ

i1(s)
2 as Eq (6).

10 Calculate the weakly supervised loss
Lpseudo using updated pseudo-labels from
the last step.

11 Update model 1 using Eq (4).
12 else
13 Same as steps 8-11 for model 2.
14 end
15 end

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets and metrics

PURE [43] includes 60 facial videos from ten subjects,
which are recorded with controlled head motions (i.e.,
steady, talking, slow translation, fast translation, and rota-
tions) under natural lighting. We used predefined fold splits
for training and testing following [24, 44].
UBFC-rPPG [3] contains uncompressed 42 facial videos
from 42 subjects while playing mathematical puzzles. We
follow the same test strategy as [31, 32, 24]. Videos in
PURE and UBFC-rPPG are of high quality, so the perfor-
mance difference between existing supervised methods and
unsupervised ones is not significant.
VIPL-HR [32] is a challenging large-scale remote physiol-
ogy measurement database, which contains 2,378 RGB fa-
cial videos from 107 subjects. This dataset was collected
under complicated and diverse scenarios, which include
large head movement and varied ambient lighting. Videos

are acquired with multiple types of camera sensors includ-
ing smartphones and PCs, resulting in inconsistent video
frame rates. We follow [24, 57, 44] and use the provided
subject-exclusive 5-fold cross-validation protocol.
Vision-for-Vitals (V4V) [39] consists of 179 subjects and
1358 videos. A range of spontaneous emotions was evoked
and continuously changing heart rates were observed. The
dataset is recorded with significant dynamic head and facial
expressions making it a challenging dataset. We follow the
same frame-level validation protocol as the challenge.
Evaluation Metrics. Following previous methods [6, 31,
24, 13, 44, 57], we use mean absolute error (MAE), root
mean squared error (RMSE) measured in bpm (beats per
minute), and Pearson correlation coefficient (PC) to evalu-
ate the model performance for pulse rate prediction.

4.2. Implementation details

For all experiments, we crop the videos into non-
overlapping 10 seconds clips and compute the average pulse
rate for each clip. Since V4V uses instantaneous frame-wise
metrics, we use a shorter length of 5 seconds. On VIPL-HR
and V4V, we employ the dataset-provided heart rate val-
ues for testing. On UBFC-rPPG and PURE, the heart rate
is calculated by locating the highest peak from the PSD of
the pulse signal. We use an AdamW [23] optimizer to train
our model with a learning rate of 5 × 10−5, and a batch
size of 16 for 80 epochs on one NVIDIA RTX2080 GPU.
For each batch, 8 out of 16 instances are selected for rec-
tification (λmax = 8). Our method is implemented using
PyTorch. We use the officially published implementations
of Contrast-Phys [44] and Gideon et al. [13] for extra ex-
periments on VIPL-HR and V4V. We follow their configu-
rations and pre-processing steps, and the best results among
all training epochs are reported. In particular, as the video
frame rate in VIPL-HR is not equal, we resample them to a
fixed 30fps before being fed to Contrast-Phys [44].

4.3. Comparisons with state-of-the-art methods

We compare our proposed approach to traditional meth-
ods, current state-of-the-art self-supervised, and supervised
methods. By checking if blood volume pulse or heart rate
annotations are involved during training, the methods are
categorized into two: with annotations (w/ a.) (i.e., Deep-
Phys [6], RhythmNet [31], CVD [32], Dual-GAN [24], and
[57]) and without annotations (w/o a.) (i.e., Contrast-Phys
[44], Gideon et al. [13], CHROM [9], 2SR [51], and POS
[50]).

UBFC and PURE. First, we compare our proposed
method with state-of-the-art supervised and unsupervised
methods on UBFC-rPPG and PURE, which have mini-
mum interference from facial dynamics and compression.
As shown in Table 1, the gap between existing supervised
methods and self-supervised methods is small. For exam-
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Method UBFC PURE PURE → UBFC
MAE↓ RMSE↓ PC↑ MAE↓ RMSE↓ PC↑ MAE↓ RMSE↓ PC↑

w/ a.
SynRhythm [30] 5.59 6.82 0.72 - - - - - -
PulseGAN [42] 1.19 2.10 0.98 - - - 2.09 4.42 0.97
Dual-GAN [24] 0.44 0.67 0.99 0.82 1.31 0.99 0.74 1.02 0.997

w/o a.

GREEN [49] 7.50 14.41 0.62 - - - 8.29 15.82 0.68
ICA [34] 5.17 11.76 0.65 - - - 4.39 11.60 0.82
CHROM [9] 2.37 4.91 0.89 2.07 9.92 0.99 3.10 6.84 0.93
2SR [51] - - - 2.44 3.06 0.98 - - -
POS [50] 4.05 8.75 0.78 - - - 3.52 8.38 0.90
Gideon2021 [13] 1.85 4.28 0.93 2.3 2.9 0.99 - - -
Contrast-Phys [44] 0.64 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.40 0.99 - - -
Ours 0.48 0.64 0.998 0.64 1.16 0.99 0.71 1.45 0.99

Table 1. Intra- and cross-dataset pulse rate estimation results on UBFC-rPPG and PURE. The best results are in bold.

Method Std↓ MAE↓ RMSE↓ PC↑

w/ a.

I3D [4] 15.9 12.0 15.9 0.07
SAMC [47] 18.0 15.9 21.0 0.11
DeepPhy [6] 13.6 11.0 13.8 0.11
RhythmNet [31] 8.11 5.30 8.14 0.76
AutoHR [55] 8.48 5.68 8.68 0.72
CVD [32] 7.92 5.02 7.97 0.79
PhysFormer [57] 7.74 4.97 7.79 0.78

w/o a.
POS [50] 15.3 11.5 17.2 0.30
CHROM [9] 15.1 11.4 16.9 0.28
Contrast-Phys [44] 35.9 32.1 36.1 0.04
Gideon2021 [13] 11.15 9.01 14.02 0.58
Ours 7.88 5.19 8.26 0.78

Table 2. HR estimation results by our method and several state-of-
the-art methods on the VIPL-HR dataset

ple, self-supervised Contrast-Phys [44] performs closely to
the supervised method Dual-GAN [24]. It aligns with our
prior statement that with high SNR videos, solely lever-
aging self-supervision with spatial-temporal consistences
could easily recognize the hidden periodical cues. And in
this case, supervised methods with annotations are less ad-
vantageous. It can be seen that our method involving the co-
operation of self-supervised and weakly-supervised learn-
ing suppresses all the existing methods that are trained with-
out annotations. Surprisingly, our method outperforms the
most recent supervised approach Dual-GAN [24] on PURE,
with an RMSE of 1.16 compared to 1.31.

Cross-dataset testing. Since detecting rPPG requires
extracting the subtle blood volume changes underneath the
skin, which is naturally vulnerable to external distractions.
Verifying cross-dataset performance is an important metric
to evaluate the robustness of feature representation learning.
The last column of Table 1 presents the model performance
by training on PURE and testing on UBFC. Our method
achieves the best MAE score and outperforms all other un-
supervised methods and most of the supervised methods,
such as Pulse-GAN and Contrast-Phys. It suggests that, by
compensating the self-supervised constraints with a more
specific optimization direction, our approach is capable of
discovering more discriminative and generalized pulse in-
formation.

VIPL-HR. Previous results indicate that, with high-

quality videos, current self-supervised learning captures the
underlying pulse signals by enforcing the extraction of hid-
den cyclicities. However, distractions from environmental
lighting, facial muscle activity, and body or camera mo-
tions could lower the purity of the desired pulse periodicity,
leading the current methods to divergence or converging to
noises. As can be seen in Table 2, turning to a more chal-
lenging dataset, we found that Contrast-Phys [44], which
employs only self-supervision, collapse on VIPL-HR. De-
spite the fact that apparent periodicity is observed from
the predicted signals from Contrast-Phys, the periodicity is
likely to be pulse-irrelevant noises. Gideon2021 [13] per-
forms better than existing methods as it utilizes a saliency
sampler to magnify the region-of-interest thus manually in-
creasing the SNR.

In contrast, our proposed method greatly outperforms
Gideon2021 [13] and all other methods not consuming an-
notations, and most notably, is close to the most recent su-
pervised method such as PhysFormer [57]. Specifically, we
obtained an 8.26 RMSE, exceeding the Gideon2021 [13] by
41% and slightly worse than 7.79 from PhysFormer [57].
It’s worth noting that the standard deviation and person cor-
relation of our method ranks the second best among all the
existing supervised methods. While our method has zero
annotation cost and simpler network structures.

Vision for Vitals. Videos in the V4V dataset present
frequent facial expressions and head motions, interfering
with the light reflection of blood vessels, thus challenging
the current frequency-driven self-supervised methods. In
addition, it’s the first to utilize frame-wise evaluation met-
rics, making it one of the most challenging instantaneous
datasets. Table 4 compares the performance with the top-
ranked methods in the challenge, including [12, 17, 21, 21]
and the most recent instantaneous-based method [38], all
of which used ground-true annotations for training. Data
in Table 4 suggest that our method is superior to the sec-
ond best and close to the best. Remarkably, ours outper-
forms all the self-supervised methods by a large margin
(20% and 11% improvement in MAE compared to Contrast-
Phys [44] and Gideon2021 [13], respectively). The results
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Plain self-supervision Pseudo labels Gradual guidance Spectral ranking Co-rectification Std↓ MAE↓ RMSE↓ PC↑√
15.11 23.56 26.44 0.07√ √
10.95 8.26 12.15 0.57√ √ √
10.58 7.58 11.10 0.61√ √ √ √
9.92 7.04 10.38 0.66√ √ √ √
9.00 6.11 9.14 0.74√ √ √ √ √
7.88 5.17 8.26 0.78

Table 3. Ablation studies on VIPL-HR. Plain self-supervision: Lp and Ln in Section 3.3; Pseudo labels: joint training with a predefined
loss weight; Gradual guidance: progressive joint learning in Section 3.4; Spectral ranking: Lrank in Section 3.3; Co-rectification:
Section 3.5.

Method MAE↓ RMSE↓ PC↑

w/ a.

Stent et al. [12] 9.22 14.18 0.47
Hill et al. [17] 9.37 14.59 0.44
Kossack et al. [20] 10.15 15.38 0.44
Ouzar et al. [33] 11.60 14.90 0.20
DeepPhys [6] 14.7 19.7 -
TS-CAN [22] 13.9 19.2 -
Revanur et al.[37] 13.0 18.8 -

w/o a.

GREEN [49] 15.45 20.73 0.05
POS [50] 15.3 21.8 -
ICA [34] 15.1 20.6 -
Contrast-Phys [44] 12.0 17.6 0.26
Gideon2021 [13]∗ 10.70 15.17 0.36
Ours 9.57 14.55 0.46

Table 4. HR estimation results by our method and state-of-the-art
methods on V4V dataset. ∗: results are adapted from the baseline
model of the challenge paper [12] where (1) supervised confidence
module and (2) training on the test set are excluded.

imply that our approach is able to identify instantaneous
heart rate variations, meaning that the abstracted features by
the model align well with the pulse volume changes. This
attributes to the effective regularization from weak super-
vision leveraging pseudo labels, which trims the searching
space and encourages the learning of pulse-related features.

4.4. Ablation study

Plain self-supervision: As expected, by only utilizing
self-supervised training (Lp in Eq 4) on VIPL-HR, the re-
sults (Table 3) are found to be unconvergence or converg-
ing to noise. This is consistent with the results of Contrast-
Phys [44] on Table 2. Both indicate the limitation of self-
supervised methods in capturing cyclicity relating to pulse
volume change under video distortions.

Gradual guidance: Section 3.4 proposes to guide self-
supervised learning with weak supervision gradually. As
shown in Table 3, the performance jumps from 26.44 to
11.10 in RMSE. It reveals that the gradual guidance from
pseudo labels can effectively balance the two learning tar-
gets and facilitate convergence.

Spectral ranking: By enforcing the ranking of negative
augmentations as stated in Section 3.3, RMSE improves
from 11.10 to 10.38 and PC increases from 0.61 to 0.66.
The reason is that the network is encouraged to focus on in-
trinsic pulse signals to comply with the spectral distinction.

Co-rectification: In terms of the co-rectification mod-
ule as described in Section 3.5, it’s apparent from the re-

sults that co-rectification brings about significant perfor-
mance boosts over other modules. Moreover, after replac-
ing the progressively increasing weight in Equation 4 with a
constant hyperparameter, the pseudo-label rectification still
decreases the RMSE from 10.38 to 9.14. The consistent
boost in performance indicates that rectifying the noisy la-
bels is an effective approach to reduce the misinformation
from noisy annotations, which removes the key barrier of
adapting pseudo-labels for supervised training.

4.5. Robustness test under video compression

Video compression is extensively used in practical appli-
cations due to its exceptional storage capabilities. Figure 4
compares the performance of our method and two state-of-
the-art unsupervised methods (i.e., Contrast-Phys [44] and
Gideon2021 [13]) under video compression. Specifically,
the videos are compressed with FFmpeg [46] under four
rate factors: 6 (low), 10 (medium), 14 (high), and 18 (ul-
tra high). Apparently, as the compression increases, the av-
erage RMSE rises accordingly for all methods. Notably,
for an ultra-high compression ratio, our method can persist
in an average RMSE of 12 compared to 24 and 30 from
Gideon2021 [13] and Contrast-Phys [44], respectively. By
observing the Std of RMSE from the figure and their statis-
tics, we found that, as more compression is applied, the two
competitors inevitably suffer from failing into collapsed so-
lutions and give largely deviated predictions. In contrast,
our proposed method continually yields superior output and
more importantly with the lowest Std. This attributes to the
guidance of pseudo labels obtained from traditional meth-
ods and the proposed collaborative rectification approach to
solidify the representation learning. It’s noteworthy that the
occasional collapsing of existing methods raises concerns
about deploying them into real applications, while our pro-
posed method can successfully solve this pain point.

4.6. Visualization

Pulse waveforms. How does the model avoid being
overfitted to pseudo-labels and proceed to self-correction?
To clarify this, we provide four exemplary comparisons be-
tween pseudo-labels and rPPGs produced from the training
model in Figure 3. It’s apparent that pseudo-labels from
traditional methods are frequently deformed. In contrast,
the network outputs have cleaner periodicity and closer HR
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Pseudo labels: 96 bpm Prediction: 82 bpmPseudo labels: 99 bpm Prediction: 77 bpm Pseudo labels: 94 bpm Prediction: 58 bpm Pseudo labels: 46 bpm Prediction: 62 bpm

Ground truth: 77 bpm Ground truth: 82 bpm Ground truth: 63 bpm Ground truth: 64 bpm

Figure 3. Visualization of model predictions (top/red), pseudo labels (top/blue), and ground-truths (bottom) during training on VIPL-HR.

Figure 4. Robustness analysis in terms of video compression ratios
on UBFC-rPPG. We plot the average and Std of RMSE from ten
times run by altering random seeds.

predictions to ground truths. Particularly, we find that the
network tends to align with certain cycles of circulations
(e.g., Figure 4-1 right and 4-4 middle), especially when the
waveforms of pseudo labels are less distorted. The model
then leverages the selected cycles as the anchor and extends
the periodicity to the rest of the signal. This observation im-
plies that the network selectively learns from pseudo-labels
and manages to reject the misinformation, in line with what
we expect.

The reason for this is twofold. First, the network starts
with fitting as much as possible to the pseudo labels in
the early epochs, then self-supervised contrastive learning
is involved in searching for better minima. Such a fit-
and-escape strategy encourages the network to specify an-
chors from the pseudo-labels and extend the characteristics
to the distorted segment with contrastive learning. Particu-
larly, the joint training scheme that gradually decreases the
weight of the weak supervision (Section 3.4) contributes to
this transition. Second, the label co-rectification procedure
reinforces the merit of joint self-supervised and weekly-
supervised learning. Because once the network escapes
from overfitting to the noisy labels, it’s crucial to rectify the
pseudo labels and move one step further toward optimum.

Feasibility analysis of co-rectification. To demonstrate
that the peer model’s output provides more accurate super-
vision signals than the pseudo labels in the training phase
(without co-rectification), we use a scatter plot to visualize
the predictions and the corresponding ground-truth pulse
rate in Figure 5 with the instances selected for rectifica-
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Figure 5. The diagonal position is when the predicted HR is ex-
actly the same as ground truths. The network (right) yields more
accurate HR predictions than the pseudo labels (left), providing
the basis for rectification when training. Here we only plot the
samples that are selected for rectification.

tion. The left shows that the pseudo labels of the selected
instances are randomly spread in the entire plane, meaning
that the pseudo labels are far away from the ground truths.
In contrast, the outputs of the peer network are clustered
around the diagonal line, showing the model outputs are
close to true labels. This evidence sets the stage for the
following label rectification process. On the other hand, it
suggests that utilizing a large-deviation criterion to select
wrongly-labeled samples is efficacious.

Conclusion
This paper studies the task of remote photoplethysmog-

raphy estimation without label annotations. While current
methods have shown promise in utilizing unlabeled data
for training, they have limitations. The current models are
vulnerable to noisy facial dynamics and video quality, col-
lapsing to learning pulse-unrelated periodicity. To address
these issues, this paper proposes several strategies to nar-
row the searching space of contrastive learning, thereby
helping the model to escape local minimums induced by
noise. We demonstrate that our method outperforms both
state-of-the-art unsupervised methods and most supervised
methods, particularly on challenging datasets like VIPL-HR
and V4V. Our findings suggest a new direction for learning
without annotations in the rPPG field.
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